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1 Introduction
A stormwater storage facility has been planned for the McMillan Sand Filtration site as part of the
Northeast Boundary Neighborhood Protection Project announced by DC Water in response to
recommendations from the Mayor’s Task Force on the Prevention of Flooding in Bloomingdale and
LeDroit Park. The project is illustrated in Figure 1-1. DC Clean Rivers (DCCR) will develop the
First Street Tunnel component of the project in the areas and schedule shown in the figure, while
DC Water’s Department of Engineering & Technical Services (DETS) will design and construct the
storage project.
1.1

Project Description

The storage project involves using two existing abandoned underground filtration cells (or “tanks”)
at the McMillan site to store stormwater during intense rainfall events, which will mitigate flooding
in the downstream Bloomingdale neighborhood (Figure 1-2). One tank, known as cell No. 14, with
an approximate capacity of 3 million gallons (MG), will be used to store flow from the 60” diameter
North Capitol Street trunk sewer. Another tank, known as cell No. 15, with an approximate capacity
of 3 MG, will be used to store flow from the 72” diameter First Street Trunk Sewer. Diversion
structures and sewers will convey stormwater from the existing trunk sewers to the storage tanks.
Diverted flow from the First Street trunk sewer will include a very small volume of sanitary sewage
flow. Stormwater will be stored temporarily in the tanks during the peak of the storm and will be
allowed to drain back into the sewer system after the rain event. The tanks will fill by gravity by
restricting flow in the trunk sewer and allowing the sewers to back up to the water storage elevation
in the tanks. Some rehabilitation and modification is required to the tanks and the trunk sewers to
make them suitable for this purpose. The Design-Build Contractor will inspect the structure and
advise DETS on a rehabilitation strategy. The existing portal doors should be bulkheaded to prevent
the discharge of stored water to the exterior courtyard during extreme rain events. The tanks may,
therefore, fill completely during the most extreme rain events (> 15-year return period) and may
become pressurized.
The DC Clean Rivers team evaluated a number of sewer diversion control approaches and
recommends implementing an automatic electric gate system with water level sensors,
programmable logic controls (PLC), and radio communication to DC Water’s SCADA system. DC
Water’s Department of Sewer Services has accepted the recommendation for an automated gate
system, and will direct the design-build Contractor on the sewer diversion controls upon review and
a decision on the information presented herein.
This memorandum describes the hydraulic design bases for the sewer diversions and provides a
discussion of flow conditions and other approaches considered for the diversion of stormwater from
the First Street and North Capitol Street Trunk Sewers into the planned storage facilities at the
McMillan Sand Filtration site. This information should be used by the design-build contractor of the
McMillan Storage project as a basis of design to which the final designer can refer for the intended
functionality of the proposed engineering system. The following topics are discussed herein:
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1.2

Hydraulic Bases for Design
Hydraulic Modeling
Storage Tank Design Parameters
Diversion Sewer Design Parameters
Flow Control Alternatives
Field Investigation
Design Responsibilities

The designer-of-record responsibilities have been designated as follows, and as agreed in the
January 29, 2013 design meeting attended by DCCR, DETS, and the Design-Build Contractor.
DCCR
 Diversion sewer size
 Overflow weir length
 Overflow weir elevation
 Gate controls logic
DETS
 Trunk sewer rehabilitation scope (per condition assessment; does not include rehabilitation
design or construction means and methods)
Design-Build Contractor
 Storage Tank rehabilitation (including protection from tank overfill)
 Structural design (tank connection, diversion chamber, etc)
 Trunk sewer rehabilitation

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WATER AND SEWER AUTHORITY
5000 OVERLOOK AVENUE, SW
WASHINGTON, DC 20032
PHONE: 202-787-4460
FAX: 202-787-4478

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WATER AND SEWER AUTHORITY
5000 OVERLOOK AVENUE, SW
WASHINGTON, DC 20032
PHONE: 202-787-4460
FAX: 202-787-4478
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2 Hydraulic Bases for Design
2.1

Sewer Diversion and Storage Facilities

Table 2-1 summarizes the sewer diversion and storage bases for design. Design figures are
included in Appendix 1. Model output time series for the diversion sewer design storm are included
in Appendix 2. The model output lists the trunk sewer flow rates at 5-minute intervals for the
baseline 5-year, 15-year, and 100-year storms. All storm events have a 6-hour duration.
Table 2-1 Sewer Diversion and Storage Design Criteria Summary
First Street

N. Capitol
Street

Storage Tank Design Water Surface
Elevation

162.0’ (WA1)
161.8’ (DC2)

162.0’ (WA1)
161.8’ (DC2)

Storage Tank Theoretical
Maximum Water Surface Elevation

171’ (WA1)
171’ (DC2)

174’ (WA1)
174’ (DC2)

Storage Tank Minimum Floor
Elevation
Trunk Sewer Bypass Pipe Diameter
Diversion Sewer Design Storm
Diversion Sewer Design Flow Rate

155.5’ (WA1)
155.3’ (DC2)
72”
15-yr 6-hr
89 MGD

155.5’ (WA1)
155.3’ (DC2)
60”
15-yr 6-hr
176 MGD

48”

48”

Design Criteria

Diversion Sewer Pipe Diameter
Diversion Sewer Minimum Pipe
Slope
Diversion Structure Overflow
Elevation (Top of Concrete)
Diversion Structure Overflow Weir
Length
Sluice Gate

Comments

Same as diversion overflow elevation.
Use for determining structural
rehabilitation approach. Assumes water
discharged through diversion chamber
manholes at 1’ head above manhole cover.
Assumes diversion sewer connections
through tank floor.
If off-line diversion structure is required.
Includes 10% factor of safety.
Based on < 1.5’ head loss when tank is
filling (less than tolerance for head behind
overflow weir).

0.010

Slopes to drain towards diversion chamber.
Coordinate with sluice gate and actuator
155.0’ (WA1) 158.0’ (WA1) dimensions. Stop log grooves above to
154.8’ (DC2) 157.8’ (DC2) allow raising overflow to the design
WSEL.
Passes peak runoff for 15-year storm with
8’-0”
16’-0”
3’ head. Length would increase if side
overflow weir is preferred.
72”W x 72”H 72”W x 36”H Sluice gate with Trident submersible
actuator.

Notes:
1. Elevation above Mean Sea Level according to the Washington Aqueduct Datum, as shown in the 1902
filter plant record drawings (DC Engineering Datum + 0.24 feet = Washington Aqueduct Datum).
2. Elevation above Mean Sea Level according to the DC Engineering Datum, as shown in the DC Water
counter maps and record drawings.
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2.2

Sluice Gate Controls

The recommended approach for automated control of the sluice gates includes a network of water
level sensors, PLCs, and communication with DC Water’s SCADA system for monitoring.
Communication could be achieved either through radio or fiber. A fiber communication would
utilize rented space in the existing telecommunications network. Alternative approaches are
discussed in section 6.1. The recommended controls approach optimizes the storage capacity of the
tanks, closely correlates gate operations to downstream conditions in the flood area, provides
protection during back-to-back storm events, and does not pose a significant risk of damaging
properties upstream.
The automated sluice gates in the First Street diversion structure (SG-1) and the N. Capitol Street
diversion structure (SG-2) will respond to level sensors (LS-1 and LS-2) positioned in the diversion
chambers on the upstream side of the gate (shown in Figure 2-1), and a downstream level sensor in
the flooding area (LS-3). The system should be designed so that if the downstream sensor or
SCADA fails, the system gates will revert to local control through the upstream sensors. Also, the
program must be designed to be adjustable to allow for changes to the programmed gate and sensor
setpoints in response to observations of actual system performance.
The controls logic is summarized in Table 6-2, and is described in detail in section 6.1. If
establishing communications to the downstream sensor is not possible due to cost, schedule,
constructability, or for any other reason, then the alternative controls logic presented in Table 2-3
could be used.
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Figure 2-1 Automated Gate Controls Schematic
LS-2 to PLC
& SCADA
LS-1 to PLC
& SCADA

30”

First Street

V Street

SG-1 to PLC
& SCADA
90”

LS-3 to PLC
& SCADA

SG-2 to PLC
& SCADA

N. Capitol Street

First Street

First Street
Storage Tank
Cell No. 15

N. Capitol Street
Storage Tank
Cell No. 14
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Table 2-2 Basis for Automated Gate Controls Logic
Program

Condition

Action

1

Depth at LS-3 <18”
Elevation at LS-1 < 162.0’
Elevation at LS-2 < 162.0’

SG-1 normally open to 15” depth (adjustable 0-72”)
SG-2 normally open to 30” depth (adjustable 0-60”)

Depth at LS-3 = 18”

SG-1 open 15”; SG-2 open 30”

Depth at LS-3 = 24”

SG-1 open 10”; SG-2 open 20”

Depth at LS-3 = 30”

SG-1 open 5”; SG-2 open 10”

Depth at LS-3 = 42”

SG-1 open 0”; SG-2 open 0”

2

Elevation at LS-1 = 162.0’
3
Elevation at LS-2 = 162.0’

Modulate SG-1 to maintain elevation at 162.0’ until
LS-3 depth < 18”; then go to Program #2.
Modulate SG-2 to maintain elevation at 162.0’ until
LS-3 depth < 18”; then go to Program #2.

Table 2-3 Alternative Basis for Automated Gate Controls Logic
Program

1

Condition

LS-1 < 15” Depth
LS-2 < 30” Depth

Action

SG-1 normally open to 15” depth
SG-2 normally open to 30” depth

15” Depth < LS-1 < Elev. 162.0’

SG-1 closes

30” Depth < LS-2 < Elev. 162.0’

SG-2 closes

2

Elevation at LS-1 > 162.0’
3
Elevation at LS-2 > 162.0’

Comments

Modulate SG-1 to maintain
elevation at 162.0’
Modulate SG-2 to maintain
elevation at 162.0’

If depth remains constant for
10 minutes, open gates to
original position and drain
tanks; return to Program #1.
If depth increases after gates
have been opened, return to
Program #2.
SG-1 opening ranges from 0”
to 15” depth
SG-2 opening ranges from 0”
to 30” depth
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2.3

Design Conditions

Following are the three general system conditions used in designing the sewer diversions:
Design Condition 1: < 5-year Storm, Diversion to Storage
Qp = 55 MGD
Qp = 55 MGD

Qp = 55 MGD
Closed

First Street
Storage Tank
(Empty)

N. Capitol Street
Storage Tank
(Empty)

Qp = 55 MGD
Closed

Qp = 0
Qp = 0
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Design Condition 2: 15-year Storm, Storage Tanks Full
Qp = 176 MGD
Qp = 89 MGD

Qp = 0 MGD
Gate Partially
Open

First Street
Storage Tank
(Full)

N. Capitol Street
Storage Tank
(Full)

Qp = 0 MGD
Gate Partially
Open

Qp = 176 MGD
Qp = 89 MGD

Design Condition 3: 15-year Storm, Storage Tanks Full, Gates Fail Closed
Qp = 176 MGD
Qp = 89 MGD

Qp = 0
Gate Failed
Closed and Weir
Overtopping

First Street
Storage Tank
(Full)

N. Capitol Street
Storage Tank
(Full)

Qp = 0
Gate Failed
Closed and Weir
Overtopping

Qp = 176 MGD
Qp = 89 MGD
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3 Hydraulic Modeling
3.1

Hydraulic Modeling Approach

3.1.1

Background

A hydraulic model was used to evaluate the predicted runoff conveyance in the Bloomingdale
drainage area, as well as the efficacy of stormwater storage at the McMillan site under various
scenarios. The Mike Urban (previously MOUSE) runoff and hydraulic model was developed by the
Danish Hydraulic Institute (DHI). The Mike Urban model has been used for a variety of
applications to analyze the DC Water combined sewer system. The model was initially developed to
assess combined sewer overflows and used in support of the CSO Long Term Control Plan (LTCP).
It has been continuously augmented and improved to expand the range of issues the tool can be used
to analyze.
3.1.2

Sub-Drainage Area Delineation

A review of record drawings was supported by extensive field investigation to determine the
contributing sub-drainage areas to each trunk sewer. The detailed drainage area delineations and
field investigation results are provided in Appendix 3. The sub-drainage areas upstream of the
McMillan site are summarized in Table 3-1 below and illustrated in Figure 3-1.
Table 3-1 Trunk Sewer Sub-Drainage Areas
Sub-Drainage Area Description

Model
Catchment I.D.

Area
(ac)

Children’s Hospital
Old Soldier’s Home - Central
Children’s Hospital Parking Lot
Old Soldier’s Home – East / VA Hospital
VA Hospital Preschool/Childcare
Park Place Neighborhood

CSO 019-MM7
CSO 019-MM1
CSO 019-MM8
CSO 019-MM2
CSO 019-MM6
CSO 019-MM3

42
102
5
100
3
20

3.1.3

Trunk Sewer

Flagler Place
First Street
First Street
N. Capitol Street
N. Capitol Street
Unknown (assumed to go downstream of
N. Capitol St. diversion)

Approach for Modeling Trunk Sewer Flow Rates and Surface Flooding

In order to use the model to analyze flooding, a greater level of detail was added in areas of known
flooding within the Northeast Boundary drainage area, specifically in the Bloomingdale and
LeDroit Park focus area. In addition, a two-dimensional surface model was developed using Mike
Flood to simulate surface flooding. In particular, pipe and hydraulic network details were
incorporated into the model, and model catchments were refined and re-delineated at a higher
resolution in areas where flooding is known to occur. Figure 3-1 shows the model network in the
area of the McMillan site.
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Figure 3-1 Model Network in the McMillan Project Area
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The Mike Urban and Mike Flood models simulate the water cycle from rainfall to eventual transport
throughout the DC Water combined sewer system. Rainfall is subject to losses, including
evaporation and infiltration into soil, which reduce the surface runoff and are based on site-specific
information obtained from a variety of GIS databases. The model is lumped into catchments that
represent small areas (roughly on the block-to-neighborhood scale) that have similar physical
properties, such as soil type, slope, and impervious surface percentage. Modeled runoff results from
each catchment are then transferred to the pipe hydraulic model. In general, any flows in excess of
the total inlet capacity of a catchment do not enter the pipe network and are instead routed to the
Mike Flood two-dimensional surface model described below. Flows entering the pipe network are
simulated using Mike Urban’s fully dynamic hydraulic calculations that account for factors such as
flow splits, open-channel and pressurized flow, backwater effects, and energy losses. Any flow that
exceeds the surface elevation is transferred to the Mike Flood two-dimensional surface model at
specific points throughout the model network, for routing along the surface. Surface flows re-enter
the system when capacity is available. The interaction between the pipe network and the surface
flood model occurs at these specific points; flow in the pipe network does not transfer to the surface
through nodes or manholes.
3.1.4

Approach for Modeling Storage Volume

The primary purpose of this model is to evaluate the flooding and surcharging effects in
Bloomingdale as a function of storing and delaying runoff upstream of the McMillan storage site.
In the model, storage at McMillan is simplified to reduce model complexity and focus on the
primary model purpose. The diversion to the two storage sites is governed in the model by a
maximum flow restriction. The storage sites are modeled as two outfalls that receive flow once it is
backed up behind the flow restriction. Storage also exists in the pipe upstream of the two flow
restrictions. The maximum flow through the restriction was adjusted manually to change the
volume of runoff stored at the site. The volume of water detained upstream of the flow restrictions
on each trunk sewer was assumed to be the volume stored in the McMillan storage sites and in the
pipe network upstream of the flow restriction.
3.1.5

Model Calibration

The DC Water model was calibrated several times during the LTCP development process based on
regularly-updated rainfall and flow monitoring data. For use as a flood and pipe capacity model in
the project area, model verification was based on limited metering data in the First Street trunk
sewer and N. Capitol Street trunk sewer, as well as anecdotal reports of flood conditions due to a
lack of available calibration data. Meter results from two smaller storm events (< 1-year return
period) confirmed the proportion of runoff conveyed through each trunk sewer was consistent with
model predictions. Additional flow metering data that becomes available during design
development or following project startup can be used to further calibrate the model.
3.1.6

Model Design Storm

All model scenarios were based on a NOAA design storm with a 6-hour duration. This is the same
design storm used by DC Clean Rivers in evaluating sewer diversion projects in the District. A 6-
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hour design storm is generally appropriate for collection systems because longer times of
concentration for urban catchments are not typical. For catchments with a time of concentration
less than or equal to six hours, the 6-hour design storm represents a worst-case scenario. While a
longer duration may be appropriate for estimating the total volume of runoff for longer duration
storms, the detention volume provided at McMillan is finite and the peak flow rates are of more
significance in determining sewer diversion parameters.
3.2

Hydraulic Modeling Results

3.2.1

Trunk Sewer Flow Rates

Table 3-2 below summarizes the predicted trunk sewer flow rates for various design storms. The
model is based on the drainage area delineations described in Table 3-1 and Figure 3-1. Due to the
incomplete model calibration noted previously, predicted peak flow rates may vary by as much as
10% from actual conditions.
Model output time series files are included in Appendix 2. The model output lists the trunk sewer
flow rates at 5-minute intervals for the baseline 5-year, 15-year, and 100-year storms. All storm
events have a 6-hour duration.
Table 3-2 Predicted Peak Trunk Sewer Flow Rates

Storm (NOAA Design
Storm w/ 6-hour Duration)

5-yr
15-yr
100-yr

Peak Trunk Sewer Flow Rate(1) (mgd)
First Street

N. Capitol Street

77
81
96

151
160
170

Notes:
1. Peak flow rates assume all contributing runoff enters the collection system
(no inlet restrictions).
2. Peak flow rates may vary by 10% due to incomplete model calibration.
3.2.2

Diversion Sewer Bypass Flow Rates and Diverted Volume

Tables 3-2 and 3-3 below summarize the predicted trunk sewer flow rates and diverted volume for
various constant bypass flow rates and design storms. The purpose of these model runs was to test
storage utilization. Upstream contributing drainage areas have since been refined, and predicted
trunk sewer peak flow rates provided below have been revised as shown in section 3.2.1.
The bypass flow rate represents the flow conveyed downstream of the diversion structure that is not
diverted to storage. Predicted storage volume represents volume that is stored in the storage tank, as
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well as that which is stored in the trunk sewer upstream of the sewer diversion. Predicted
downstream surface ponding and hydraulic grade impacts are simplified for clarity. The greatest
downstream flood mitigation benefits are realized when storage is maximized, although a point of
diminishing returns is reached at approximately 3 million gallons of storage volume diverted from
each trunk sewer. This is discussed further in Section 3.2.3.
The First Street trunk sewer flow rate is predicted for a location immediately upstream of the
proposed sewer diversion. The catch basins in the upstream drainage areas are restricted in the
model to allow only 40% of the maximum inlet flow rate to enter the pipe. This assumption is used
to simulate inlets being clogged with trash and other debris, which is often the case in reality. For
the purposes of estimating diverted storage volumes and other flood mitigation strategies, this
assumption conservatively increases the runoff volume that remains on the surface, but may
underestimate the flow rate in the trunk sewers.

Table 3-3 Predicted First Street Trunk Sewer Flow Rates and Diverted Volume

Model
Scenario

Storm (NOAA
Design Storm
w/ 6-hour
Duration)

Peak Trunk
Sewer Flow
Rate(1)
(mgd)

Diversion
Bypass
Flow
Rate
(mgd)

Predicted
Storage
Volume
(mg)

9

5-yr

79

0

4.4

56/46

5-yr

79

6

2.6-3.0

37
38

5-yr
5-yr

79
79

10
15

1.8
1.4

8

15-yr

101

0

5.7

48
35

15-yr
15-yr

101
101

12
15

3.1
2.6

Comments

Greatest HGL reduction downstream; all
flow diverted to storage. Benefit of using
second 3mg cell not significant enough to
justify cost and schedule impacts.
Great HGL reduction downstream.
Predicted storage varies with adjustments to
upstream parameters in two different model
scenarios.
More HGL reduction downstream
Some HGL reduction downstream
Greatest HGL reduction downstream - all
flow diverted to storage. Benefit of using
second 3mg cell not significant enough to
justify cost and schedule impacts.
Greatest HGL reduction downstream
More HGL reduction downstream

Notes:
1. Peak flow rates assume contributing storm inlets are restricted to 40% capacity.
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Table 3-4 Predicted N. Capitol Street Trunk Sewer Flow Rates and Diverted Volume

Model
Scenario

Storm
(NOAA
Design
Storm w/ 6hour
Duration)

Peak
Trunk
Sewer
Flow
Rate(1)(2)(3)
(mgd)

Diversion
Bypass
Flow
Rate
(mgd)

Predicted
Storage
Volume
(mg)

9

5-yr

68

0

5.7

56/46

5-yr

68

6

2.7-2.8

37
38

5-yr
5-yr

68
68

10
15

2.0
1.4

8

15-yr

69

0

7.0

48
35

15-yr
15-yr

69
69

12
15

2.8
2.4

Comments

Greatest HGL reduction downstream - all flow
diverted to storage. Benefit of using second 3mg
cell not significant enough to justify cost and
schedule impacts.
Great HGL reduction downstream. Predicted
storage varied with adjustments to upstream
parameters in two different model scenarios. See
Note 2 below.
More HGL reduction downstream
Some HGL reduction downstream
Greatest HGL reduction downstream - all flow
diverted to storage. Benefit of using second 3mg
cell not significant enough to justify cost and
schedule impacts.
Great HGL reduction downstream
More HGL reduction downstream

Notes:
1. Peak flow rates assume contributing storm inlets are restricted to 40% capacity.

The N. Capitol Street trunk sewer flow rate is predicted for the location immediately downstream of
Evarts Street where the stormwater trunk sewer joins with a 4’-9” combined sewer from the
northeast. The proposed sewer diversion on N. Capitol Street will be upstream of this location and
will only divert stormwater from the trunk sewer. As discussed previously, inlet capacity is
restricted to 40% for the model scenarios summarized in Table 3-2.

3.2.3

Predicted Efficacy

The McMillan storage project and First Street Tunnel project will provide phased mitigation of
surface flooding and sewer backups in the Bloomingdale neighborhood. Table 3-4 summarizes the
predicted efficacy of these projects for the 5-year and 15-year design storms at three benchmark
locations. The McMillan storage project by itself is anticipated to reduce surface ponding and will
likely provide a small reduction in the number of sewer backups. However, for the 5-year and 15year storms, the Flagler Place trunk sewer is still predicted to surcharge above grade along V Street,
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and the HGL remains above the trunk sewer crown at many locations. If the HGL is above the
sewer crown, sewer backups are assumed to occur. Once the First Street Tunnel is in service,
surface ponding and sewer backups will be greatly reduced. The storage volume collected in the
tanks is independent of the First Street Tunnel. The storage volumes shown in Table 3-3 for
scenarios 46 and 48 are larger than scenarios without the tunnel because other modeling parameters
were adjusted for those model runs.
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Table 3-5 Predicted Surface Ponding and Hydraulic Grade Line
Storage Volume Utilized
(MG)
Model
Scenario

Condition
First
Street
Tank

NOAA 5-year 6-hour Storm
7
Baseline
0
56
McMillan
2.6
Storage
46
McMillan
Storage
with First
3.0
Street
Tunnel
NOAA 15-year 6-hour Storm
6
0
Baseline
48
McMillan
Storage
with First
3.1
Street
Tunnel

Predicted Surface
Ponding (inches)

Predicted HGL Depth Above (+)
or Below (-) Grade (feet)

N.
Capitol
Street
Tank

First
Street
Tunnel

RI Ave
between
1st St &
2nd St

Flagler
Pl & V
St

U St
& 1st
St

RI Ave &
1st St
(Crown
El = -5.2)

Flagler
Pl & V St
(Crown
El = -6.6)

U St &
1st St
(Crown
El = -6.6)

0

0

22

8

4

-2.4

3.2

-1.2

2.7

0

16

8

3

-3.5

1.7

-4.1

2.8

2.8

1

2

3

-6.4

-7.7

-9.2

0

0

25

13

6

-2.1

4.1

-0.6

2.8

5.2

1

3

3

-5.7

-7.3

-8.7
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4 Storage Tank Design Parameters
4.1

Storage Water Surface Elevation Analysis

In evaluating the feasibility of utilizing storage volume in the McMillan sand filter cells, record
drawings for the sewer system were investigated for known and potential sewer connections
upstream of the proposed sewer diversions. The tanks will fill by gravity by restricting flow in the
trunk sewer and allowing the sewers to back up to the water storage elevation in the tanks.
Selection of the design storage water surface elevation must account for catch basins, floor drains
and sanitary connections that could surcharge above grade in the street or in basements.
Additionally, during extreme rainfall events, a hydraulic head will back up behind the overflow
weir which will also raise the WSEL in the storage tanks. A bulkhead could be constructed to block
stored water from discharging through the portal doors and into the exterior courtyard.
4.1.1

Storage Elevation

Figure 4-1 is a plan of the trunk sewer network and shows the approximate extent of sewer backup
anticipated during the filling of the tanks. Tables 4-1 and 4-2 summarize the record drawings
research of documented and other possible sewer connections to the First Street and N. Capitol
Street trunk sewers. Profiles of the First Street and N. Capitol Street trunk sewers are included in
Appendix 1.
Based on the review of record drawings, the First Street and N. Capitol Street tanks could be filled
to the ceiling (El. 167.5’) and would have no adverse impacts to nearby adjacent property. A CCTV
inspection of the trunk sewer should be performed along the 2800 block of N. Capitol Street, and
the trunk sewer through the Children’s Hospital and Medstar Hospital campuses, to confirm that no
building lateral connections exist. If connections to the trunk sewers exist, the basement floor
elevations are potentially low enough to experience sewer backups.
4.1.2

Upstream Hydraulic Grade Line and Building Laterals

Independent of the storage water surface elevation, the hydraulic grade line in the trunk sewer could
rise above grade and cause surface flooding during extreme storm events. This topic is discussed
further in section 5.3. A sanitary lateral connection from the VA Hospital child care building (La
Petit Academy) is believed to enter the First Street trunk sewer near Michigan Avenue. Also, a
lateral connection is believed to exist in the Medstar Hospital campus (refer to Fig 2 in Appendix 3)
that would be impacted by a sewer backup in the trunk sewer during an extreme event. An extreme
event is characterized as a 15-year storm or greater, gate fails closed, and the storage tank is full at
elevation 162’. This lateral should be investigated further by CCTV to determine if there is a need
to separate the pipe from the First Street trunk sewer.
4.1.3

Upstream Combined Sewers

Two combined sewer lines originating from the Old Soldier’s Home are known to enter the First
Street trunk sewer near Irving Street. Meter data collected by DC Water’s Sewer Program
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consultant during December 2012 and January 2013 shows that dry weather flow in the trunk sewer
ranges between 0.1 and 0.4 MGD. Separation of these combined sewers is not practical due to the
deep elevation at which they enter the First Street trunk sewer. The only available connection point
to avoid diversion to the McMillan storage tank would be immediately downstream of the proposed
diversion chamber. This would require a new sewer, ranging in depth between 10 and 30 feet, and
over 2,000 feet in length. Such a project would not fit within the fast-track schedule of the
McMillan storage project. The anticipated sanitary sewage volume that could be diverted to storage
during a typical large storm event is 12,500 gallons, or less than 1% of the total diverted volume.
No adverse impacts are anticipated from the storage of this very small volume of sewage, and
therefore, no special action is recommended.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WATER AND SEWER AUTHORITY
5000 OVERLOOK AVENUE, SW
WASHINGTON, DC 20032
PHONE: 202-787-4460
FAX: 202-787-4478
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Table 4-1 Elevation of Known First Street Sewer Lateral Connections and Other Nearby Structures
Sewer Connection or Structure

First Street catch basin adjacent
cell No. 20
Michigan Ave catch basins at First
Street

Elevation (ft)

Comments

WA Datum

DC Datum

Grade 161+/-

Grade 161+/-

Proposed sewer diversion structure is
upstream of this location.

Grade 181+/-

Direct connection to First Street trunk
sewer.

Grade 181+/-

36” Sewer from West in Children’s
Hospital Campus

Invert 142.89

First Street Catch Basins
immediately north of Michigan
Ave

Invert 176.17
Grade 182+/-

Combined sewer connection to First
Street trunk sewer is bulkheaded per
Invert 142.65
1972 record drawings and confirmed by
dye testing and CCTV.
Invert 175.93
Connection to First Street trunk sewer
Grade 182+/confirmed by dye testing.

Washington Aqueduct Operations
Building

Grade 168+/Bottom Floor
Unknown

Grade 168+/Bottom
Floor
Unknown

Washington Aqueduct Shelter
House adjacent First Street and
south of Michigan Ave

Grade 164+/-

Grade 164+/-

VA Hospital Child Care Building

Grade 183+/-

Grade 183+/-

Medstar National Rehabilitation
Hospital

Grade 186+/Invert 163+/-

Grade 186+/Invert 163+/-

Medstar National Rehabilitation
Hospital

Invert 166+

Invert 166

Possible connection to First Street trunk
sewer, but more likely connects to
Flagler Place combined trunk sewer.
Building may have been constructed
before First Street trunk sewer
constructed (1970’s).
Not connected to First Street trunk
sewer. Built in 1902 before First Street
trunk sewer constructed (1970s).
Not connected to campus sanitary.
Connection to First Street trunk
assumed but not confirmed.
8” combined sewer from Old Soldier’s
Home – point of origin unknown. Catch
basin connections.
Unconfirmed sewer connection (further
investigation needed) from Hospital at
junction with 42” and 30” sewers.
Catch basins on Irving Street connected
via 42” sewer at Grade 179+/-.

Notes:
1. Elevation above Mean Sea Level according to the Washington Aqueduct Datum, as shown in the 1902
filter plant record drawings (DC Engineering Datum + 0.24 feet = Washington Aqueduct Datum).
2. Elevation above Mean Sea Level according to the DC Engineering Datum, as shown in the DC Water
counter maps and record drawings.
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Table 4-2 Elevation of Known N. Capitol Street Sewer Lateral Connections and Other Nearby
Structures
Sewer Connection or Structure

Elevation (ft)
WA Datum

DC Datum

Row Houses east side of First Street
2800 Block between Franklin Street
and Girard Street

Basement
164’+/- to
166’+/-

Basement
164’+/- to
166’+/-

Row Houses east side of First Street
2900 Block between Girard Street and
Michigan Avenue

Basement
169’+/- to
171’+/-

Basement
169’+/- to
171’+/-

24” sewer from Courtyard between
cell No. 14 and No. 19

Invert
143.81

Invert
143.57

Catch basins near intersection of N.
Capitol Street and Girard Street

Grade
167+/- to
170+/-

Grade
167+/- to
170+/-

Catch basins near intersection of N.
Capitol Street and Michigan Avenue

Grade
173+/-

Grade
173+/-

15” sanitary sewer from west in VA
Hospital

Invert
163.18

Invert
162.94

24” sewer from west in VA Hospital

Invert
175.56

Invert
175.32

Grade
184+/Bottom
Floor
Unknown

Grade
184+/Bottom
Floor
Unknown

VA Hospital Building at Michigan
Avenue and First Street

Comments

Possible connection to N. Capitol Street
trunk sewer, but record drawings show
connection to combined trunk sewer at
Douglas Street. Also, trunk sewer was built
in 1959 and long after houses were built.
Elevation assumes basement floor elevation
is 1.5’ below street elevation.
Possible connection to N. Capitol Street
trunk sewer, but record drawings show
connection to combined trunk sewer at
Douglas Street. See comments above.
Abandoned sewer from original construction
and likely plugged. Proposed sewer
diversion structure is upstream of this
location.
Possible connection to N. Capitol Street
trunk sewer, but record drawings show
connection to combined trunk sewer at
Douglas Street. Proposed sewer diversion
structure is upstream of this location.
Direct connection to N. Capitol Street
stormwater trunk sewer.
Record drawings show connection to
combined trunk sewer at Douglas Street.
Buildings near this location are at grade of
190+/-. Confirmed by dye testing.
Possible connection to N. Capitol Street
trunk sewer, but record drawings show
connection may have been abandoned or
used for stormwater only.
DC Water counter maps suggest this
connects to N. Capitol Street sanitary sewer
via 15” sanitary connection. Field
verification needed to ensure it doesn’t
connect to First Street trunk sewer.
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4.2

Storage Capacity and Water Surface Elevation Recommendation

The existing underground filtration cells are constructed of unreinforced concrete. The arched roof
is supported by columns. The inside walls are vertical or nearly vertical, and the floor is concave
and covered with up to 30” of sand. The sand will be removed as part of construction of the storage
project in order to maximize the utilization of storage capacity. Tables 4-3 and 4-4 summarize the
capacity of the storage tanks at various water surface elevations (WSEL). These volumes account
for the parabolic shape of the floor, as well as the volume taken up by columns.
The invert elevation of all filter cells in the McMillan site is 155.5’ according to the 1902 record
drawings. This elevation should be verified through topographic field survey. The recommended
design water surface elevation for both storage tanks is 162.0’. Storage volumes are in the range of
the model results discussed in Section 3.2 that produced significant flood mitigation benefits, and
this elevation conservatively provides 24” of freeboard below the original design WSEL to allow
for head that may build up behind the overflow weir in the diversion structure. During extreme
rainfall events, and in the worst-case scenario that the sluice gate is stuck closed,
Table 4-3 Storage Capacity Provided in First Street Tank at Various Water Surface Elevations
First Street Storage Tank (Existing underground filter cell No. 15)
Water
Surface
Elevation
(ft above
MSL WA
Datum)

Storage
in
Tank(1)(2)
(mg)

Storage
in Trunk
Sewer
(mg)

Total
Storage
(mg)

Comments

155.5
0
0.18
0.18
Tank Invert Elevation per 1902 Record Drawings
162.0
2.06
0.27
2.33
Recommended Design WSEL
163.5
2.64
0.27
2.91
164.0
2.73
0.28
3.01
Original filter design WSEL
164.5
2.90
0.28
3.18
Courtyard elevation
164.92
3.03
0.28
3.31
Ramp door sill elevation
167.5
3.7+/0.3+/4.0+/Tank ceiling elevation
(3)
171
3.7+/0.4+/4.1+/Theoretical maximum WSEL
Notes:
1. Storage volume will be reduced by approximately 0.4 million gallons if new floor must be created
in tank with 1% slope along the north-south axis to ensure drainage.
2. Storage volume will be reduced by approximately 0.5 million gallons if storage below elevation
158.0 cannot be utilized due to a diversion sewer connection through the side wall of the tank.
3. Assumes water discharged through diversion chamber manholes at 1’ head above manhole cover.
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Table 4-4 Storage Capacity Provided in N. Capitol Street Tank at Various Water Surface Elevations
Water
Surface
Elevation
(ft)

North Capitol Street Storage Tank (Existing underground filter cell No. 14)
Storage
Storage
Total
in
in Trunk
Storage
Comments
Tank(1)(2)
Sewer
(mg)
(mg)
(mg)

155.50
0
0.09
0.09
Tank Invert Elevation per 1902 Record Drawings
162.00
2.04
0.14
2.18
Recommended Design WSEL
163.50
2.54
0.16
2.70
164.00
2.70
0.16
2.86
Original filter design WSEL
164.50
2.87
0.17
3.04
Courtyard elevation
164.92
3.01
0.17
3.18
Ramp door sill elevation
167.5
3.7+/0.3+/4.0+/Tank ceiling elevation
(3)
171
3.7+/0.4+/4.1+/Theoretical maximum WSEL
Notes:
1. Storage volume will be reduced by approximately 0.4 million gallons if new floor must be created in
tank with 1% slope along the north-south axis to ensure drainage.
2. Storage volume will be reduced by approximately 0.5 million gallons if storage below elevation
158.0 cannot be utilized due to a diversion sewer connection through the side wall of the tank.
3. Assumes water discharged through diversion chamber manholes at 1’ head above manhole cover.
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5 Diversion Sewer Design Parameters
5.1

Sewer Diversion Location

The proposed sewer diversions should be located approximately adjacent to the tanks to which they
are connecting. Diversions should be located as far upstream as practical, in order to reduce
opportunities to adversely impact nearby properties through possible sewer connections that will
backfill during tank filling operations.
5.2

On-line vs. Off-line Configurations

Diversion sewers will convey flow from the trunk sewers to the storage tanks during intense rainfall
events. A diversion structure will regulate the flow that is either diverted to storage or bypassed to
the downstream trunk sewer (discussed further in Section 6). Depending on the size of the diversion
chamber, traffic limitations, and presence of underground structures and utilities, the diversion
structure may be constructed on-line or off-line. In the on-line configuration, the diversion chamber
is constructed on top of the existing trunk sewer. In the off-line configuration, a bulkhead or valve
is installed in the trunk sewer and a bypass loop is constructed to allow construction of the diversion
chamber to occur off to the side where space allows. The bypass sewer should be sized the same as
the trunk sewer that is being bypassed to ensure flow isn’t restricted below existing capacity. Tables
5-1 and 5-2 summarize the advantages and disadvantages of these configurations.
Table 5-1 On-line Diversion Sewer Advantages/Disadvantages
Advantages

Disadvantages

Less overall excavation and pipe
No new pipe bends, less potential for clogging

Large excavation in the street
Increased risk of utility conflicts near diversion structure
Increased traffic impact

Table 5-2 Off-line Diversion Sewer Advantages/Disadvantages
Advantages

Reduced risk of utility conflicts near diversion
structure
Reduced traffic impact, easier to plate
excavation when road must be open
New valve in main trunk below bypass
(instead of bulkhead) provides additional
control point.

Disadvantages

More overall excavation and pipe
New pipe bends require large junction boxes to reduce
potential for clogging
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5.3

Diversion Sewer and Overflow Weir Sizing

Diversion sewers that convey water to the storage tanks are sized to accommodate the 15-year storm
in order to take full advantage of storage capacity in the tanks. The design flow rate (15-year storm)
fills the tank with less than 1.5’ of head loss to correspond with head behind the weir and to avoid
premature overtopping of the weir and overworking the sluice gate. A nominal minimum slope of
0.0010 ft/ft is designed to ensure positive drainage back to the diversion chamber to drain the tanks.
The diversion sewer connection to the diversion chamber should be a minimum 6” above the
diversion chamber floor, which will help to limit sediment transport into the storage tanks.
Overflow weirs in the diversion chambers are be designed to pass the 15-year storm with less than 3
feet of head behind the weir. The depth of flow in the upstream side of the diversion chambers and
storage tanks could theoretically reach 165’ (162’+ 3’) during the design storm, and slightly higher
for larger storms.
Peak flow rates provided in Table 5-3 are based on the model results discussed in Section 3.2. These
flow rates could be reduced pending field verification that may reduce the contributing drainage
areas.
Table 5-3 Design Basis for First Street Diversion Sewer Sizing
Design
Storm
Structure

Diversion
Sewer &
Overflow
Weir

5.4

15-yr 6-hr

First Street Diversion
Predicted
Factor of
Design
Peak
Safety +10% Flow Rate
Flow
for Model
(MGD)
(MGD)
Uncertainty
(MGD)

81

8

89

N. Capitol Street Diversion
Predicted
Factor of
Design
Peak
Safety +10%
Flow
Flow
for Model
Rate
(MGD)
Uncertainty
(MGD)
(MGD)

160

16

176

Connection to Storage Tanks

The diversion sewer should connect to the existing underground tanks in such a way as to minimize
structural impacts while ensuring that the tank can efficiently be filled and drained during storm
events. In order to utilize the full diversion sewer capacity, the top of the diversion sewer should not
exceed the finished water storage elevation. For a side connection, the bottom of the diversion
connection will interface with the floor and wall systems of the underground tanks. For a bottom
connection, the diversion connection should be made at a low point in the floor (El. 155.5’) to
maximize storage capacity. Design of this connection should account for constructability, as well as
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preserving the integrity of the concrete surrounding the new connection. Multiple pipes of a smaller
diameter, or a shallow box culvert design, could be explored in order to increase capacity and
reduce impacts to the structure. The existing filter header beneath the floor slab could possibly be
incorporated into the design as a means to drain the tanks, provided that the pipe is not abandoned
beyond rehabilitation. However, this pipe is too small to meet the required filling flow rates.
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6 Flow Control Alternatives
The sewer diversion structure will regulate flow to and from the storage tanks, as well as regulate
the flow rate that is conveyed through the structure to the downstream trunk sewer. There are
multiple active and passive means of regulating flow, including a manual gate, automatic gate,
orifice plate, and orifice with vortex flow control. There are a number of advantages and
disadvantages associated with each approach discussed below. An automatic gate is recommended
for both its reliability and the flexibility that allows it to optimize flooding mitigation by utilizing
storage capacity in the tanks during the peak of the storm. Reliability is a concern, with respect to
maintenance and power outages. These can be mitigated by providing a connection for emergency
power and by outsourcing routine maintenance. For each of the flow control schemes described
below, the overflow weir should incorporate stop logs from the tank bottom elevation to the design
water surface elevation to provide flexibility to make operational adjustments throughout the life of
the project. Alternatively, a downward opening weir gate could be used. This would be a more
costly approach compared to stop logs.
6.1

Automatic Gate

6.1.1

Operation

A sewer diversion structure with an electric automatically operated gate is an active control
structure designed to respond to water level sensors in the trunk sewer to modulate flow in and out
of the storage tanks.
Low Flow
During rainfall events of low intensity not expected to cause flooding, stormwater enters the
diversion structure and continues unimpeded through the structure.
High Flow
During rainfall events of higher intensities that typically cause flooding, a gate will be lowered
automatically to block flow to the downstream trunk sewer. When the gate is fully closed,
stormwater will begin to fill the diversion structure and back up in the trunk sewer. Once the water
reaches the invert elevation of the diversion sewer, it will begin to fill the storage tank. Stormwater
will continue to fill the tank until it reaches the overflow elevation.
If the rainfall subsides before the water surface reaches the overflow level and flow rate in the
downstream trunk sewer, the gate will be raised partially to allow stored runoff to flow through the
structure and downstream in the trunk sewer until the tank is drained. The gate should only be
allowed to open partially in order to avoid downstream flooding. If the tank were allowed to drain
at the full capacity of the trunk sewer, the flow rate would exceed that of the 5-year and 15-year
peak flow rates that are known to cause flooding.
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Overflow
If the water surface in the sewer diversion reaches the overflow level, the tank capacity will have
been exceeded and stormwater will begin overtopping the overflow weir. The weir should be
designed to pass the 15-year peak runoff. If intense rainfall continues while the water in the tanks
approaches the overflow elevation, the gate can be raised partially to allow runoff to convey
downstream. Opening the gate when the tank is full will either supplement weir overflow capacity
or prevent the weir from overtopping. When rainfall and flow rate in the downstream trunk sewer
subsides, the gate will be raised partially to allow stored runoff to safely flow through the structure
and downstream in the trunk sewer until the tank is drained.
6.1.2

Controls

Water level sensors will control the gates at the First Street and N. Capitol Street sewer diversions.
The water level sensors should be the ultrasonic type, which are believed to be the most reliable in
this application. Float switches could also be used, but are generally less reliable for this
application. The controls system could be connected to DC Water’s SCADA system through fiber
or radio to allow remote control and monitoring. If a hard wired connection is desired or if radio
controls aren’t possible due to line of sight constraints, fiber conduits will need to be rented from a
telecommunications provider. Connections to the existing fiber network can be achieved through
relatively simple connections near to the sensor and PLC locations, and monthly costs are
comparable to a residential utility bill. Auxiliary power supply connections should be provided in
case emergency generator power is needed during power outages. Two control scenarios are
described below. Table 6-1 summarizes the benefits and disadvantages associated with each
controls approach. The design-builder should submit the controls program to DC Clean Rivers for
review prior to implementation to ensure that system hydraulic requirements are achieved.
Controls Scenario A – Optimized Storage / 3 Level Sensors / Gate Modulation

The automated sluice gates in the First Street diversion structure (SG-1) and the N. Capitol Street
diversion structure (SG-2) will respond to water level sensors (LS) positioned as shown in Figure 61. The controls system requires a level sensor in both diversion chambers and an additional sensor
downstream. The downstream sensor provides a direct measurement of conditions where flooding
is known to occur. The basis for controls logic is summarized in Table 6-1.
The gates are normally open to a depth that allows dry weather flow and peak runoff from small
storm events (approximately a 1-year return period) to pass the gate. Gate SG-1 is open to a 15”
depth and gate SG-2 is open to a 30” depth. The opening size is large enough to reduce the chance
of the gate becoming obstructed. The gate is partially closed in order to reduce travel time to close
the gate.
The downstream level sensor triggers the gate to begin closing as the depth of flow rises and several
minutes before the depth of flow is predicted to exceed the sewer crown (indicator of potential for
sewer backups). This occurs when the depth of flow at LS-3 is 18”. Flow begins backing up in the
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Figure 6-1 Automated Gate Controls Schematic Scenario A
LS-2 to PLC
& SCADA
LS-1 to PLC
& SCADA

SG-1 to PLC
& SCADA
90”

LS-3 to PLC
& SCADA

30”

First Street

V Street

SG-2 to PLC
& SCADA

N. Capitol Street

First Street

First Street
Storage Tank
Cell No. 15

N. Capitol Street
Storage Tank
Cell No. 14

Table 6-1 Basis for Automated Gate Controls Logic Scenario A
Program

Condition

Action

1

Depth at LS-3 <18”
Elevation at LS-1 < 162.0’
Elevation at LS-2 < 162.0’

SG-1 normally open to 15” depth (adjustable 0-72”)
SG-2 normally open to 30” depth (adjustable 0-60”)

Depth at LS-3 = 18”

SG-1 open 15”; SG-2 open 30”

Depth at LS-3 = 24”

SG-1 open 10”; SG-2 open 20”

Depth at LS-3 = 30”

SG-1 open 5”; SG-2 open 10”

Depth at LS-3 = 42”

SG-1 open 0”; SG-2 open 0”

2

Elevation at LS-1 = 162.0’
3
Elevation at LS-2 = 162.0’

Modulate SG-1 to maintain elevation at 162.0’ until
LS-3 depth < 18”; then go to Program #2.
Modulate SG-2 to maintain elevation at 162.0’ until
LS-3 depth < 18”; then go to Program #2.
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trunk sewers. If the depth at LS-3 continues to rise to 42”, the gates close and the storage tanks
begin filling.
If the storm ends before the storage tanks are full, the gates would return to their normally open
position setting and the tanks would drain. If the storm continues, the gates begin to open when the
depth exceeds the weir elevation. The gate opening modulates to allow flow to pass downstream to
avoid overtopping the weir. After the storm passes and the depth at LS-3 falls below 18”, the gates
open to their initial position and the tanks are allowed to drain.
Controls Scenario B – Simplified Controls / 2 Level Sensors / 2 Gate Setpoints

Alternatively, to provide a more simplified system that could improve reliability, the gate controls
could be programmed to operate at fewer set points and the downstream sensor could be removed.
This approach also saves the cost of the downstream sensor and control wiring or telecom
connection costs.
The automated sluice gates in the First Street diversion structure (SG-1) and the N. Capitol Street
diversion structure (SG-2) will respond to level sensors (LS-1 and LS-2) positioned in the diversion
chambers on the upstream side of the gate (same as shown in Figure 6-1). The controls logic is
summarized in Table 6-2.
Table 6-2 Basis for Automated Gate Controls Logic Scenario B
Program

1

Condition

LS-1 < 15” Depth
LS-2 < 30” Depth

Action

SG-1 normally open to 15” depth
SG-2 normally open to 30” depth

15” Depth < LS-1 < Elev. 162.0’

SG-1 closes

30” Depth < LS-2 < Elev. 162.0’

SG-2 closes

2

Elevation at LS-1 > 162.0’
3
Elevation at LS-2 > 162.0’

Comments

Modulate SG-1 to maintain
elevation at 162.0’
Modulate SG-2 to maintain
elevation at 162.0’

If depth remains constant for
10 minutes, open gates to
original position and drain
tanks; return to Program #1.
If depth increases after gates
have been opened, return to
Program #2.
SG-1 opening ranges from 0”
to 15” depth
SG-2 opening ranges from 0”
to 30” depth

The gates are normally open to a depth that allows dry weather flow and peak runoff from small
storm events (less than 1-year return period) to pass the gate. The first level sensor triggers the gate
to close several minutes before the depth of flow downstream is predicted to exceed the sewer
crown (indicator of potential for sewer backups). This occurs when the depth of flow in the N.
Capitol Street trunk sewer is 30” and the depth of flow in the First Street trunk sewer is 15”. Flow
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begins backing up in the trunk sewers and filling the storage tanks. If the storm ends before the
storage tanks are full, the depth would remain constant. Logic in the PLC would open the gates to
their original position after ten minutes of constant (or falling) depth, and the tanks would drain. If
while the tank is draining, the depth begins to increase, the gates will close to once again begin
diverting and storing flow.
If the depth exceeds the weir elevation, the gates would modulate to maintain the water surface at
162.0’. This would reduce the risk of causing upstream flooding during large storm events when
head built up behind the weir would accordingly further increase the depth in upstream trunk
sewers. As the storm passes, the depth would remain constant for several minutes and the gates
would be opened as described above.
One disadvantage with this controls approach is that without water level sensor downstream, there
is no means of coordinating the gate operation with actual downstream conditions in the flood area.
While flow conditions measured at the gates would very likely correspond with similar flow
conditions downstream, rainfall distribution within a storm at the neighborhood level varies and it
would be possible that the upstream McMillan sewer diversions would either over-react or underreact to a flood event. Another disadvantage with this simplified controls approach is a slightly
reduced utilization of storage volume. Continuous gate modulation enables the system to react
more precisely to conditions, which takes full advantage of the available storage volume. However,
this benefit may only provide an additional storage volume in the tens of thousands of gallons.
Further simplifications to the controls system are possible. The PLC could be replaced with a relay
logic system. A complex relay controls system could be configured to mimic the PLC logic, but
this would likely come with reliability concerns. A simple and reliable relay controls system would
likely not have a timer to sense constant depth or would not sense rising depth. Therefore, the
system wouldn’t have the ability to protect against back-to-back storms. In this case, the tanks
would drain only after manual opening of the gates.
6.1.3

Reliability

An automated gate system is a highly reliable flow control system. The system will work without
the need for operators, traffic closures, and other challenges that come with a manually operated
system. The water level sensors and gate need to be checked periodically to ensure functionality.
Flow in the trunk sewers is not restricted as it would be with an orifice or vortex flow control. The
equipment is easily maintained and does not present an ongoing maintenance concern during nonstorm conditions.
6.2

Manual Gate

6.2.1

Operation

A sewer diversion structure with manually operated gates is an active control structure designed to
operate with assistance from a team of sewer maintenance personnel who respond to alarms or
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manually metered flow conditions to modulate flow in and out of the storage tanks. The manual
gate would operate in response to various flow scenarios in the same way as the automatic gate
described above. The gate may be lowered or raised by hand or using a mobile crane, depending on
the design and weight of gate materials.
6.2.2

Controls

Controls logic would be the same for a manually operated gate as for an automatic gate. Instead of
using a PLC to operate the gates, maintenance personnel would operate the gates in response to
flow conditions. Water level sensors could be used in addition to visual observations to determine
flow conditions.
DC Water crews are mobilized to Bloomingdale to clean catch basins and prepare for potential
flooding when 1” of rain or more is forecasted. Up to five crews would be needed to operate the
sewer diversion operations. One crew would need to be stationed at the First Street diversion, and a
second crew would be stationed at the N. Capitol Street diversion. These crews would operate the
gate in each diversion. A third crew would be stationed at the manhole immediately downstream of
First St NW and V Street NW to observe the water level in the First Street trunk sewer. Two more
crews would be stationed in the upstream trunk sewer monitoring locations.
For a fully manual system, maintenance personnel would visually monitor the depth of flow in the
trunk sewers. This could be difficult in situations where storms occur at night when it’s hard to see,
or during rush hour when traffic makes it difficult to close the street where a manhole must be
continuously open. If water level sensors are used, they could send signals to an alarm located either
near the manhole or near the sewer diversion structures at McMillan.
6.2.3

Reliability

There are a number of logistical challenges that make a manual gate less reliable than an automatic
gate. Thunderstorms don’t always arrive when predicted. Maintenance crews may not arrive to the
site when they’re needed, either because of traffic constraints or short notice of a storm forecast.
Key maintenance personnel who are trained to fully understand the operation of the system may be
on leave when the storm hits. The need for five crews to operate the system could be difficult to
fulfill during emergency conditions when field personnel are needed to work on another critical
parts of DC Water’s system.
6.3

Orifice Plate

6.3.1

Operation

A sewer diversion structure with an orifice plate is a passive control structure designed to restrict
flow in the trunk sewer in order to modulate flow in and out of the storage tanks.
Low and High Flow
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During rainfall events of any intensity, stormwater flow downstream of the diversion structure is
restricted by the orifice. Only 5 MGD is initially allowed to pass downstream and stormwater
begins to back up in the trunk sewer. As the upstream flow rate increases, stormwater will begin to
fill the diversion structure and back up in the trunk sewer. Once the water reaches the invert
elevation of the diversion sewer, it will begin to fill the storage tank. Stormwater will continue to
fill the tank until it reaches the overflow elevation.
If the upstream flow rate in the trunk sewer falls below the orifice capacity before the water surface
in the diversion structure reaches the overflow level, the tank will begin to drain.
If intense rainfall with a peak higher than the 15-year design storm continues while the water in the
tanks approaches the overflow elevation, the HGL at the upper extent of the backfilled trunk sewer
could reach 25 feet or more higher than the water surface elevation in the tanks and cause flooding
damage. To prevent the trunk sewer upstream from backing up higher than the design elevation,
stoplogs in the overflow weir must be removed to lower the overflow elevation and allow more
flow to convey downstream. For extreme rainfall events significantly greater than the 15-year
design storm, reducing the overflow elevation a few feet by removing stop logs would help reduce
flooding upstream. However, flooding may still occur in areas upstream that previously did not
experience flooding before the project was constructed.
Overflow
If the water surface in the sewer diversion reaches the overflow level, the tank capacity will have
been exceeded and stormwater will begin overtopping the overflow weir. The weir should be
designed to pass the 15-year peak runoff.
6.3.2

Controls

The orifice plate would have a 6” diameter opening and would be mounted on a bulkhead at the
bottom of the baffle wall in the diversion structure. The 6” opening corresponds to an allowable
flow rate of approximately 5 MGD when the trunk sewer is at capacity and approximately 8 MGD
when the storage tanks are full.
6.3.3

Reliability

An orifice plate system is a reliable flow control system. The system will work without the need for
operators, traffic closures, and other challenges that come with a manually operated system. The
diversion structures need to be checked regularly, especially before large storms are forecasted, to
ensure there are no blockages in the orifice. If the orifice were to become blocked, the risks of
upstream flooding would be increased slightly since no flow would be allowed to pass through the
diversion structure. Also, the trunk sewers would be backed up more frequently, increasing the risk
of leaking pipe joints.
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6.4

Vortex Flow Control

6.4.1

Operation

A sewer diversion structure with a vortex flow control device is a passive control structure designed
to restrict flow in the trunk sewer in order to modulate flow in and out of the storage tanks. Hydro
International manufacturers a proprietary device called “Reg-U-Flo” that effectively increases the
opening size of an orifice while restricting flow.
Low and High Flow
During rainfall events of any intensity, stormwater flow downstream of the diversion structure is
restricted by the vortex device. Only 6 MGD is initially allowed to pass downstream and
stormwater begins to back up in the trunk sewer. As the upstream flow rate increases, stormwater
will begin to fill the diversion structure and back up in the trunk sewer. Once the water reaches the
invert elevation of the diversion sewer, it will begin to fill the storage tank. Stormwater will
continue to fill the tank until it reaches the overflow elevation.
If the upstream flow rate in the trunk sewer falls below the vortex device capacity before the water
surface in the diversion structure reaches the overflow level, the tank will begin to drain.
If intense rainfall with a peak higher than the 15-year design storm continues while the water in the
tanks approaches the overflow elevation, the HGL at the upper extent of the backfilled trunk sewer
could reach 25 feet or more higher than the water surface elevation in the tanks and cause flooding
damage. To prevent the trunk sewer upstream from backing up higher than the design elevation,
stoplogs in the overflow weir must be removed to lower the overflow elevation and allow more
flow to convey downstream. For extreme rainfall events significantly greater than the 15-year
design storm, reducing the overflow elevation a few feet by removing stop logs would help reduce
flooding upstream. However, flooding may still occur in areas upstream that previously did not
experience flooding before the project was constructed.
Overflow
If the water surface in the sewer diversion reaches the overflow level, the tank capacity will have
been exceeded and stormwater will begin overtopping the overflow weir. The weir should be
designed to pass the 15-year peak runoff.
6.4.2

Controls

The vortex flow control device would have a nominal 18” diameter opening and would be mounted
on a bulkhead at the bottom of the baffle wall in the diversion structure. The 18” opening
corresponds to an allowable flow rate of approximately 6 MGD when the trunk sewer is at capacity
and approximately 18 MGD when the storage tanks are full. This range of flow rates yields the
optimal flood mitigation performance as described in Section 3.
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6.4.3

Reliability

A vortex device system is a reliable flow control system. The system will work without the need for
operators, traffic closures, and other challenges that come with a manually operated system. The
diversion structures need to be checked regularly, especially before large storms are forecasted, to
ensure there are no blockages in the opening. Since the vortex flow control opening can be larger
than an orifice opening while allowing the same flow rate, the vortex device poses less risk of
blockage than for a typical orifice opening. However, if the opening were to become blocked, the
risks of upstream flooding discussed above would be increased slightly since no flow would be
allowed to pass through the diversion structure. Also, the trunk sewers would be backed up more
frequently, increasing the risk of leaking pipe joints.
6.5

Inflatable Dams

6.5.1

Operation

A sewer diversion structure with an electric automatically operated inflatable dam is an active
control structure designed to respond to water level sensors in the trunk sewer to modulate flow in
and out of the storage tanks. The dam would be installed in the floor of the diversion chamber on
the upstream side of the weir wall.
Low Flow
During rainfall events of low or moderate intensity (typically less than a 2-year storm), stormwater
enters the diversion structure and continues unimpeded through the structure. The inflatable dam
would lay flat on the floor of the structure.
High Flow
During rainfall events of higher intensities that typically cause flooding (greater than a 2-year
storm), the dam would inflate automatically to block flow to the downstream trunk sewer. The dam
would fully block the opening in the weir wall. Stormwater will begin to fill the diversion structure
and back up in the trunk sewer. Once the water reaches the invert elevation of the diversion sewer,
it will begin to fill the storage tank. Stormwater will continue to fill the tank until it reaches the
overflow elevation.
If intense rainfall continues while the water in the tanks approaches the overflow elevation, the
HGL at the upper extent of the backfilled trunk sewer could reach 25 feet or more higher than the
water surface elevation in the tanks and cause flooding damage. To prevent the trunk sewer
upstream from backing up higher than the design elevation, the dam would be deflated to convey
flow downstream.
If the flow rate in the trunk sewer subsides before the water surface reaches the overflow level, the
dam will be deflated to allow stored runoff to flow through the structure and downstream in the
trunk sewer until the tank is drained. The dam can only be allowed to open partially in order to
avoid downstream flooding. If the tank were allowed to drain at the full capacity of the trunk sewer,
the flow rate could exceed that of the 5-year peak flow rates that are known to cause flooding.
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Overflow
If the water surface in the sewer diversion reaches the overflow level, the tank capacity will have
been exceeded and stormwater will begin overtopping the overflow weir. The weir should be
designed to pass the 15-year peak runoff. When flow rate in the trunk sewer subsides, the dam will
be raised partially to allow stored runoff to safely flow through the structure and downstream in the
trunk sewer until the tank is drained.
6.5.2

Controls

Water level sensors will deliver signals to a programmable logic controller (PLC) located at the
First Street sewer diversion, or directly to the dams without the use of a PLC. If a PLC is used, the
dams at the First Street and N. Capitol Street sewer diversions will be controlled from the PLC. DC
Water may desire to have the ability to monitor and control conditions using SCADA from their
command center. If a hard wired connection is desired, fiber conduits will need to be rented from a
telecommunications provider. Auxiliary power supply connections should be provided in case
emergency generator power is needed during power outages.
6.5.3

Reliability

An automated inflatable dam system is a reliable flow control system. The water level sensors and
dam need to be checked periodically to ensure functionality. Flow in the trunk sewers is not
restricted as it would be with an orifice or vortex flow control. The equipment is easily maintained
and, generally, does not present an ongoing maintenance concern during non-storm conditions.
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7 Field Investigation
Some of the field investigation tasks needed to support design and procurement are already
underway. This includes soil borings near the proposed sewer diversion sites, topographic survey on
and around the McMillan site, and the inspection of upstream sewers and verification of potential
sanitary sewer connections.
7.1

Sanitary Connections

Figure 4-1 illustrates the predicted extent to which trunk sewers upstream of the proposed McMillan
sewer diversions will backfill during the gravity filling of stormwater storage tanks. These sewers
should be included in a field verification and CCTV investigation effort. As discussed in section 41, there are at least two potential sanitary lateral connections on the First Street trunk sewer. This
and other potential sanitary connections need to be explored to identify potential sewer separation
projects necessary to protect buildings from experiencing sewer backups and to reduce the volume
of sanitary sewage being diverted to the McMillan tanks. This task is currently underway by the
Sewer Program Manager under the direction of DC Water personnel.
7.2

Trunk Sewer Rehabilitation

In order to determine the pipe rehabilitation scope, a CCTV inspection should be undertaken and
include trunk sewers and major collector sewers identified in the exhibit as sewers that will be
backfilled. Surcharge pressures could range up to 20 psi for the case where the peak 15-year design
storm flow rate occurs after the storage tanks are already full. When reviewing the CCTV
inspection video, it is important to evaluate pipe condition with respect to the range of pressures that
the pipe will experience. This analysis can be used to advise the rehabilitation and sewer pipe and/or
joint lining scope to be included with the design/build project. Also, lateral connections identified in
the video should be verified against record drawings to determine additional field investigation
necessary to confirm that filling the sewers will not cause any unanticipated impacts to adjacent
properties. This task is currently underway by the Sewer Program Manager under the direction of
DC Water personnel.
7.3

Drainage Area Delineation

In order to confirm the diversion sewer sizing, overflow weir sizing, and gate control setpoints, field
investigation was recently performed by DC Clean Rivers personnel to determine sub-drainage area
delineations upstream of the proposed sewer diversions. This task is complete, and the results are
presented in Appendix 3.
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